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Note : Attempt all the five questions. One question from
each unit is compulsory. All questions carry equal
marks.

Unit-1
(

1. 
     

What is general theory of measurement? Explain the
dimensions of  measurement. Quantitative and
qualitative measurement.

OR/

    

P.T.O.
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Write short notes on any two of the following
(1) Item analysis
(2) Validity
(3) Reliability

(4) Continuous and discrete series.

Unit-2 (

2. 

 Elaborate the concept and standards of central tendency.

OR/

       

X) f)

 

65-69 6
60-64 7
55-59 8
50-54 15
45-49 10
40-44 07
35-39 03

 
N=60

Calculate the standard deviation from the following data.
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[Class-interval]X) [Frequency](f)

 

65-69 6
60-64 7
55-59 8
50-54 15
45-49 10
40-44 07
35-39 03

 
N=60

Unit-3 (

3.          
     

What do you understand by a test? Discuss in brief the
techniques of test construction.

OR/



What is objective scoring? Suggest few measures of in-
creasing objectivity.

Unit-4 (

 
  

What do you understand by normal probability curve?
Describe its characteristics.

OR/

 
     

P.T.O.

[4]
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60 10
50 06
50 08
40 08
60 07
30 04
35 05
50 70

Compute the coefficient of correlation by rank difference
method between two subjects Hindi and mathematics.
Scores in Hindi Scores in mathematics

60 10
50 06
50 08
40 08
60 07
30 04
35 05
50 70

Unit-5(

5.          
    

What do you understand by the assessment of personality?
Describe the different methods of measuring personality.

OR/


  

What do you mean by standardization of a test? State its
steps for standardization.


